
Diamond Ring Saw

• Quieter
 Engineered to be the quietest glass saw you have ever used. 
• Less Maintenance

Higher quality components extend cutting life.  You will spend 
more time cutting and less time replacing moving parts.

• More Versatile
A deeper throat and higher clearance means that you can cut larger 
pieces.  The round blade cuts in all directions, leaving a smooth 
edge, and eliminating the need to grind. You can cut intricate 
shapes with ease.  Motor unit is removable for hand-held cutting.  

• Easier to Use
Slender head provides added visibility.  Simplified blade changing 
and easier/less frequent routine maintenance are added benefits.ephyr

The gryphon

Gryphon Zephyr
   ~ a better ring saw

®
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Specifications
 Motor 1/3 hp Direct Drive 

DC
Motor Speed 3000 rpm
Overall Dimensions 18” by 18” by 11”
Platform 17.5” by 17.5”
Coolant System Recirculating tap 

water
Blade Dimensions 7” diameter
Warranty 3 years - excludes 

normal wear parts

Zephyr Diamond Ring Saw
The Gryphon Zephyr Diamond Ring Saw offers advantages not found in other glass saws.

The round blade can cut in any direction, and operation is very smooth and quiet. The Zephyr saw 
has a large work surface that is free of obstructions. The overhead blade support is slender, allowing 
the artist to have a very clear view of the material as it is cut. In addition, the Zephyr has a deeper 
throat and more clearance for the glass than other consumer glass saws.

Special attention has been given to designing the saw for quiet operation and for low maintenance. 
The critical moving parts are shielded to minimize the abuse from the glass dust that is generated 
when cutting. The highest quality bearings and wheels are used to extend the life of these critical 
parts.

The motor/blade assembly is a separate unit that can be removed from the base and used as a hand-
held saw. This is useful for cutting items that cannot easily be brought to the table. A small water 
reservoir is built into the blade assembly housing and will hold enough water for a few minutes of 
hand-held cutting. When the saw is used in the normal configuration (installed in the base), the 
base will hold enough water for several hours of cutting.

The Gryphon Zephyr will cut glass, tile, rock and all other similar hard materials.
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